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Spring

Abel Grimmer 

1607

Part of a series, The Four Seasons

Wikicommons
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Abel_Grimmer_-_Spring_-_WGA10683.jpg
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South Prospect of Hampton Court

Jan Stevens

1705

Yale Center for British Art 
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:487
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Beaufort House, Chelsea

Johannes Kip (Dutch)
1707-09

This detailed view of Beaufort House in Chelsea portrays the gabled house, built
in 1521, and its extensive formal gardens. Part of a large folio publication of the
principal seats of the nobility in England, the Britannia Illustrata, it portrays a
structure that was once the home of Sir Thomas More and that was demolished in
1740. The two Dutch artists who collaborated on this and the other topographical
views in the volume, both resident in England, were exacting in their depictions of
the architecture and gardens, providing valuable insight to the land and buildings
of the time.

The Cleveland Museum of Art
https://www.clevelandart.org/art/2020.163

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Abel_Grimmer_-_Spring_-_WGA10683.jpg
https://www.clevelandart.org/art/2020.163
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:487
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Swell, The Seat of Sir Robert Atkyns

Johannes Kip
1712

This print belongs to a set of views of Gloucestershire estates drawn
and etched by Johannes Kip, who moved to England when William and
Mary assumed the throne in 1688. He was one of several Dutch artists,
printmakers and publishers who helped to establish a new tradition of
English topographical printmaking. Kip’s bird’s-eye views describe the
properties of gentry and minor nobles rather than princes and record
the considerable expenditures that many landowners made in 1690s
and early 1700s. Published after 1710, the prints record details of houses, courtyards, and gardens often
with long allées of trees extending out across the property. Many of these late Baroque enhancements 
would soon be swept by a rising taste for picturesque landscape.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/830263
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Wall Panels: The Gardener, Horticulture, 

The See-Saw, The Swing

Nicolas Lancret
1723-27

This whimsical series is one typically found in fashionable, elite Parisian residences of the eighteenth century. Panel 
paintings of this variety were created to decorate the space above chair rails and in between doors and windows, and 
Lancret's series was painted for a room in the Pavillon d'Hauteville in Paris. Three of the panels, the Swing, the See Saw, 
and the Vineyard, depict lithe, youthful duets playfully engaging in the outdoor pleasures, while the narrower panels, the 
Gardener and Horticulture, host individual figures cultivating lush, private gardens. Despite the disparate subjects, stylistic 
details unify the series, including the delicate arabesques derived from nature that frame the scenes, and similar flora and 
fauna in each panel.

The Cleveland Museum of Art 
https://www.clevelandart.org/art/1948.176

https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/830263
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General site plan of the Chateau de Clagny

Jean Mariette

1730

Wikicommons
 https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:1730_plan_of_the_gardens_and_property_of_the_Ch
%C3%A2teau_de_Clagny.jpg
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Privatalbum Hörmannsperger

Johann Franz Hörmannsperger
1736

Wikicommons
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Johann_Franz_H%C3%B6rmannsperger#/media/
File:Privatalbum_H%C3%B6rmannsperger_04.jpg
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Tuinman draagt een plant in een pot,

Or Gardener carries a plant in a pot 

 Jean Charles Levasseur, after David Teniers (II), 

1744 - 1797 

Rijksmuseum
https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-P-OB-69.439

https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-P-OB-69.439
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:1730_plan_of_the_gardens_and_property_of_the_Ch%C3%A2teau_de_Clagny.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:1730_plan_of_the_gardens_and_property_of_the_Ch%C3%A2teau_de_Clagny.jpg
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A French estate

Unknown

18th Century 

Wikicommons
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:A_French_estate_18th_century_park_view.jpg
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Kew: The White House, Orangery, and Temple of Arethusa

William Elliot

c. 1760

The Yale Center for British Art
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:40556
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The Gardener

John Ingram 

1741-63

The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/394753

https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/394753
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:40556
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:A_French_estate_18th_century_park_view.jpg
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The Norman Gate and Deputy Governor's House

Paul Sandby RA

c. 1765

From the 1750s to the very last years of his life, Paul Sandby made frequent visits to Windsor. His elder brother, Thomas, 
served as a draftsman to the Duke of Cumberland in the early 1740s and was appointed Deputy Ranger of Windsor Great 
Park in 1747. This family connection, paired with a growing public interest in the castle—featured in travel guides—
certainly explains why Sandby produced such a considerable number of Windsor views during his career. After 
collaborating with his brother on a set of eight engraved views of Windsor Great Park in the mid-1750s, Sandby pushed 
further his pictorial exploration of the castle, depicting it from every possible vantage point and at various angles. The 
present work is part of a set of four views of the castle in gouache in the Paul Mellon Collection (YCBA). Sandby’s 
Windsor subjects enjoyed great popularity, and he made several copies in gouache, watercolors, and oils, illustrating his 
versatility in multiple media. These views, taken altogether, provide vivid and charming architectural records of Windsor 
and its vicinity. They also suggest the extent to which, as an author quipped, “Windsor was Sandby’s bread and butter” 
(Robertson, 1987, p. 227).

The Yale Center for British Art 
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:19913

Slides 13, 14, and 15

Snuffbox with views at the château of Chanteloup

Possibly by Pierre-Francois Delafons

1767

The miniatures that decorate this box lend it unusual importance and interest. The six scenes, which are painted in gouache 
on vellum, depict views of the Château de Chanteloup and of the gardens that surrounded it. The miniature on the lid, which
provides the primary view of the château, is signed "Van Blarenberghe 1767." Three members of the Van Blarenberghe 
family painted miniatures, but these views of Chanteloup are attributed to Louis-Nicolas, considered the most talented of the
three. His skills as a miniaturist were exceptional, and the small body of his work that survives provides an extraordinary 
record of various aspects of French life in the second half of the eighteenth century.

Chanteloup was owned by Étienne-François de Choiseul-Stainville, duc de Choiseul (1719–1785). As a principal 
governmental minister to Louis XV, and supported by the king’s mistress, Madame de Pompadour, Choiseul was one of the 
most powerful men in France until his political downfall in 1770. He retreated to Chanteloup and never returned to public 
life.

The gold frame into which the miniatures have been inserted bear the Paris warden’s mark for 1748–49. Boxes constructed 
with framework in this manner allowed for miniatures to be replaced as demands of fashion dictated.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/206422

 

https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/206422
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:19913
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Pope Clement XIV in the gardens of Castel Gandolfo

Unknown 

1770

Wikicommons 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Papa_Clemente_XIV_nei_giardini_di_Castel_Gandolfo,_
1770.jpg
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View of a Town House Garden in The Hague

Paulus Constantijn la Fargue
1775

Netherlands

The Minneapolis Institute of Art 
https://collections.artsmia.org/art/1956/view-of-a-town-house-garden-in-the-hague-paulus-
constantijn-la-fargue
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View of a Town House Garden in The Hague

Paulus Constantijn la Fargue
1775

Netherlands

The Minneapolis Institute of Art 
https://collections.artsmia.org/art/1957/view-of-a-town-house-garden-in-the-hague-paulus-
constantijn-la-fargue

https://collections.artsmia.org/art/1957/view-of-a-town-house-garden-in-the-hague-paulus-constantijn-la-fargue
https://collections.artsmia.org/art/1957/view-of-a-town-house-garden-in-the-hague-paulus-constantijn-la-fargue
https://collections.artsmia.org/art/1956/view-of-a-town-house-garden-in-the-hague-paulus-constantijn-la-fargue
https://collections.artsmia.org/art/1956/view-of-a-town-house-garden-in-the-hague-paulus-constantijn-la-fargue
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Papa_Clemente_XIV_nei_giardini_di_Castel_Gandolfo,_1770.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Papa_Clemente_XIV_nei_giardini_di_Castel_Gandolfo,_1770.jpg
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Isola Bella, Lago Maggiore or A View in Northern
Italy

Charles Gore, British

1776

Yale Center for British Art
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:7248
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The Garden Façade of Bagatelle

Jean Demosthene Dugourc
1779

The Metropolitan Museum of Art
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/336975
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Palace Garden with Fireworks

& Garden Pavilion

Dark Lantern Slides
c. 1780

Smithsonian
https://www.si.edu/object/palace-garden-fireworks:chndm_1937-18-9
https://www.si.edu/object/garden-pavilion:chndm_1937-18-24
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The Magic Lantern

Anne Claude Philippe de Tubieres, comte de Caylus
1737

The Metropolitan Museum of Art
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/398287

https://www.si.edu/object/garden-pavilion:chndm_1937-18-24
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/336975
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:7248
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Figures in a Garden

Jean Demosthene Dugourc
1784

The Metropolitan Museum of Art
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/336974
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Garden of Vieux Jones near Maastricht

Charles Gore

between 1784 and 1794

Yale Center for British Art 
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:10268
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The Garden of Thomas Sandby's House at Englefield Green near Windsor

Paul Sandby RA

1800

Yale Center for British Art
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:14307
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West Front of the Pavillon 
Towards the Garden, Brighton

Joseph Constantine Stadler

1808

Yale Center for British Art
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:42031

https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:14307
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:10268
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/336974
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